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HVR Back in Action!
With New York State maintaining low COVID-19 infection rates over
the Summer, the Hudson Valley Region PCA was able to get back in
the swing with several events after being on pause for a number of
gloomy months.
We “got back on track” on July 28th with our Lime Rock Park HPDE
event for Intermediate and Advanced drivers, that was originally
scheduled for April. Thanks to the hard work of Kevin Challacombe
(Track Chair) and Ricardo Diaz (Chief Instructor and Safety Chair),
the day turned out to be both safe and enjoyable! Regrettably,
due to social distancing guidelines, we had to cancel our planned
instructed portion of the event for novice DE drivers.
Next up was our Meet and Greet on August 23rd at Lakeside Licks Ice Cream in Highland.
This relaxed and tasty event, limited to 25 cars, filled up fast. We received many favorable
comments from the participants, who came equipped with their face coverings and
utilized social distancing. Thanks to all!
Most recently, on Sunday, September13th, we held our Annual Picnic and People’s Choice
Concours at Black Rock Fish and Game Club in Mountainville. This year due to COVID-19
restrictions we had to scale back, limiting the event to 50 participants and adopting a “bring
your own food and refreshments” format instead of our usual catered lunch. Despite these
adjustments, those in attendance enjoyed getting together for a bit of HVR camaraderie and
had fun voting for their favorite Porsches.

Bernhard Liegl and Katarina Budnik
enjoying their ice cream cones and
meeting up again with their HVR friends!

Winning in the Early 911 category was Kevin and Denise Dollard with their 1970 911T.
Taking the award for 1999 to present 911’s was Josh Aaron’s awesome 2018 GT2 RS. In the Boxster/Cayman category,
President Bruce Coopersmith had to hand the award to himself for his 2014 Boxster! Finally, the Best of Show award went
to Rich Triggiani’s 2008 911 Turbo Cabriolet. President Bruce Coopersmith congratulated all the winners and thanked all
the volunteers who helped make the event a success. Bruce also congratulated Donna Pedersen for winning the 50/50
raffle and announced that the Hudson Valley Region PCA would donate it’s portion of the raffle jackpot to the Pegasus
Therapeutic Riding Academy in Brewster, NY.
Thank you all for supporting the club, especially during this challenging year!

Getting Started in iRacing, Part 2
by Michael Coopersmith, PCA Sim Racing Series Pro Class Racer
While there are several quality sim racing games besides iRacing,
Porsche Club of America (PCA) Sim Racing takes place on iRacing,
which is why this article is focused around iRacing in particular.
Once you have set up your sim racing rig, downloaded iRacing, and
calibrated your equipment, you will have the choice between “Test”,
“Time Trials”, and “Racing”.With your “rookie” racing license, the only
available road-racing series will be the Fanatec Global Mazda MX-5
Cup. My advice is to start by doing a few “Test” sessions, using the
same track and conditions of the race for that week. Take this opportunity to familiarize yourself with the driving dynamics of iRacing.

Setting Goals

It’s important to set goals for yourself before trying to decide which
races to participate in. If your goal is to compete in PCA Sim Racing
my advice would be to test with the exact car, track, and conditions
from the race. Use this testing as an opportunity to improve your
best lap time and average lap time as well. You can also use this opportunity to adjust your car’s setup, and experiment with different
fuel/tire strategies. The more preparation you do beforehand, the
less nervous you will be going into your first race.

Going Faster

Going faster in iRacing is really a function of two variables; outright
pace and consistency. Putting down fast laps is only good if you can
do it with consistency. There are several ways to improve your outright pace and consistency; two of the most valuable are to sign up
for Virtual Racing School, and simply practicing. The Virtual Racing
School (VRS) is probably the best way to learn because you will have
access to experienced iRacing coaches, driving tutorials, car setups for each track, and other useful features. There is a free version
available, but you may want to consider the paid version if you want
to take your driving to another level. While VRS can be quite a useful
tool, it is just that; one of many tools in your toolbox for going faster.

Welcome New Members
Jim and Linda Glowienka - 2001 911 Carrera Cabrio, Silver
Joe Rossitto - 1977 911 Targa, Yellow
Stephen Blumenstetter - 2009 Cayenne GTS, Red
Joel Yimbo, Jr - 1999 911 Carrera, Black
David Taylor - 2012 Cayenne S Hybrid, Auburn Metallic
Jeremy and Amanda Rubman - 2014 911 Carrera S, Gray
Scott Goldhaber - (Test Drive)
Tomas Gonsorcik - 1990 911 Carrera Cabriolet, White
William McGregor - 1972 911T Coupe, Black
Brenda Dorman - 1999 Boxster, Silver
Jonathan Shapiro - 2020 718 Cayman GT4, Silver
Anthony Lando - 2016 Boxster Spyder, White
Rachel Hertzberg - 1996 911 Carrera 4 Cabriolet, Black
Jonathan Wasserman - 2016 Cayman, Rhodium Silver
James Katchadurian - 2019 Cayenne Turbo, Blue
Michael Andrasak - 1978 914 1.8
Jim Shalkowski - 2003 911 Carrera, Grey
Norm Dean - 2006 Cayman S
Urias “Kenny” Thomas - 2003 911 Carrera 4S, Blue
Bryan Rexhouse - 2018 718 Cayman S
Murel Lovgren - 2007 Cayman, Lapis Blue
Larry Washington - 1993 968, Blue
John Betz - 2006 911 Carrera S, Black on Black
Jason Hoppe - (Test Drive)
Steven Adler - (Test Drive)
Gregory Nussbaum - (no car info provided)
Ken Sena - 2007 911 Turbo, Zanzibar
Joseph DeMauro - 2002 911 Carrera, Basalt Black
Stefan Springman - 1999 911 Carrera, Yellow
Michael Bell - 2016 Cayenne S E-Hybrid, Blue
Matt Nathenson - 1988 911 Carrera
David Wellman - 2002 911 Turbo, Seal Gray

Practicing

Another important tool for going faster is simply dedicating time to practice.
Practicing does not mean simply logging on, driving around for a while, then
logging off. Practice sessions should befocused, with tangible goals set for
yourself beforehand. It’s also important to know when to step away from
the simulator. Simulator burn-out is real, and once you reach this point, your
practice session is no longer constructive and it is time to step away for a bit.
After each practice session, complete a “hot-wash” or breakdown of your
practice session. Askyourself, what did I do well in that session? What did not
go so well? What are some tangible steps that I can take for next time to improve on areas where I struggled? While VRS coaching
will help you through this process, ultimately the effort and dedication have to come from you, the driver.

Racing

Once you feel as though you have good out-right pace, good consistency, and confidence during your testing sessions, you
should consider registering for some Fanatec Global Mazda MX-5 Cup races. These races are only about 15 minutes long and
run every hour on the hour, so there’s no reason to be discouraged by a few bad results. Once you obtain your D Class License,
you will have a much wider choice of races to compete in. Once you obtain your D Class License, you will have a much wider
choice of races to compete in. Use this opportunity to focus on which type of racing you are most interested in; open-wheel,
GT-cars, prototypes, etc. While it is possible to jump back and forth between different types of cars, I find it much easier to focus
on a single type of car at one time. If you are practicing for PCA Sim Racing, and have been promoted to a higher license class,
there are several series that incorporate the 718 GT4, 911 GT3 Cup Car, 5 the 911 RSR, and the 919.

Getting Started in Sim Racing, Part 2 (Cont’d)
These races are a good opportunity to gain valuable wheel to wheel driving
experience that will simulate the kind of pace you can expect to see in PCA
Sim Racing.

Safety Rating & iRating

Your goal in iRacing is to basically accomplish two things; increase your
Safety Rating and your iRating. Your Safety rating is essentially a function of
how many laps you complete without incidents with other cars or exceeding
track limits. In other words, if you drive cleanly with minimal mistakes, your
Safety Rating will increase and vice versa. It’s important to remember that
even if you run a perfect race with no incidents, your Safety Rating will only
increase by a relatively small amount. On the contrary, if you have a bad race with many incidents, your Safety Rating can drop
dramatically. Your iRating is essentially a function of where you start the race compared to where you finish the race. In other
words, if you qualify near the back of the field and finish in the middle, your iRating will increase. Whereas if you qualify near
the top of the field and finish near the middle, your iRating will likely decrease. The point here
is that in iRacing, being consistently quick and putting together a solid performance is valued
more than an all-or-nothing approach.

License Classes

License Classes determine which racing series you are eligible to compete in. If you keep your
Safety Rating above 3.0, participate in at least 2 races in each License Class, you will be eligible
for license promotion. In my opinion, your goal should not be to move up the license classes
as quickly as possible. Instead, your goal should be to work on your consistency, safety, and
outright pace, rather than focusing on obtaining a higher license as quickly as possible.
Be sure to check out the PCA Sim Racing website https://pcasimracing.com/ for more information on how to get started in the PCA Sim Racing Series. You can also join the PCA Sim Racing
Facebook Group to connect with the community and keep up to date on the series.
(If you missed part 1 of this article, it can be found at https://hv.pca.org/dieweinrebe in the
Summer 2020 issue).

Upcoming HVR Meet and Greet Event!

Enjoy the tastes and sights of the Fall season with your fellow HVR members at

Saunderskill Farms,
5100 Rt. 209, Accord, NY 12404
Sunday, October 18th, from 10 am to 12 noon!
Saunderskill features local, seasonal fresh produce, baked goods and a variety of coffee, as well as ready made lunches and
soups. You can also buy pumpkins and apples from their own orchard. This event is limited to 25 cars. Members must RSVP
to Bruce Coopersmith at hvrpca@gmail.com by October 12th and indicate how many people will be in their car.
All attendees must wear a mask/face covering (except when eating) and observe social distancing.
Watch for more information via email and our Facebook Group.

Call for Volunteers and Nominations!
Elections for the 2021 HVR/PCA Officers will be held during the last quarter of
this year. The club relies on its members to take an active role in conducting the
business of running the club. The Executive Committee positions of President, Vice
President, Secretary, and Treasurer are not permanent and must be voted on by
the membership on a yearly basis. The Board also consists of a past President and
two Directors appointed by the Executive Committee.
In order for the club to thrive, the Board welcomes and encourages a steady influx
of people like yourselves who have a passion for Porsches and enjoy being part of
our regional club. In addition, PCA national and our Zone Representative provide
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tremendous support in helping regional clubs in all aspects of conducting club
business and events. If you’re not certain about serving as an elected officer or
director, you can also help the club by volunteering at an event, being part of a committee, or even chairing a committee.
If you are interested in becoming more active in helping the Hudson Valley Region PCA continue to operate and grow, or know of
someone else who might be a good candidate, please contact Jeff Kriz, current HVR Secretary jwkriz@verizon.net
We hope you enjoy reading Die Weinrebe, which is sent via email to all HVR members who have provided an email address
ontheir PCA account. You can also find the current and past issues of the newsletter on our website by clicking on the Die Weinrebe tab. In an effort to “Go Green”, as well as keep printing and postage costs down, a printed copy of Die Weinrebe will only
be mailed out to those who request to be on the mailing list. If you have not already done so, you can join the list by sending a
request via email to our Secretary, Jeff Kriz via email jwkriz@verizon.net
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